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Between 1931 and 1934 Bluralein proposed using a pair of identical ear-spaced micro-
phones pointing in the same direction with a "shuffling" network to create stereo. Although
Blumlein shuffled stereo techniques have never been used commercially, they have unique
advantages. Various implementations and uses are described, including improved results
from dummy-head and Theile sphere microphones and uses with boundary-layer, cardioid, ·
and shotgun microphones.

0 INTRODUCTION used only if equipment becomes available commercially,
allowing the signal processing to be done even by users

Among the many ideas in his famous stereo patent who do not fully understand the theory of operation.
[1], Blumlein described a remarkable stereo microphone Such equipment has not been, and is not, available for
technique that, as far as the author is aware, has never the Blumlein shuffling technique.
been used commercially in the more than 60 years since However, because this technique has some unique
it was invented. While the author published a series of advantages and possibilities not shared by any other
articles on this technique more that 20 years ago [2], stereo microphone technique, the author feels that it is
it is still almost unknown to the audio community as important to make the audio community more widely
a whole, aware of its uses, and to suggest some simple practical

This technique, which was termed the "Blumlein dif- methods of implementing it that may be accessible to
ference technique" in [2], but which I shall term "Blum- those wishing to experiment with it. It is the writer's
lein shuffling" in the present paper, has not been unused hope that a greater awareness of Blumlein shuffling may
because it is no good. Rather, the problem has been cause suitable equipment to become commercially avail-
that it involves feeding a microphone array into quite able, making it accessible to the general recording
a sophisticated signal-processing system, the Blumlein engineer.
shuffler, in order to work, and it has not been easy Before outlining the technique itself, we list some of

._- to do this signal processing on commercially available the unique things of which it is capable. One application
equipment. Even the much simpler signal processing is to improve stereo localization quality and accuracy
required for the MS microphone technique [3], [4] de- from recordings made with a binaural dummy-head or
layed that system's widespread use for many years, and the Theile sphere microphone [7], or other similar micro-
the only widely used microphone technique involving phone techniques using ear-spaced omnidirectional mi-
very sophisticated postmicrophone signal processing has crophones separated by a baffle. This was the original
been the sound-field microphone [5], [6], which uses application of Blumlein in [1].
quite elaborate frequency-dependent matrixing to To obtain stereo from a closely spaced pair of bounda-
achieve improved polar-pattern accuracy and spacial co- ry-layer microphones is another application. A third ap-
incidence of microphone outputs, plieation is to obtain a wide stereo pickup with an excep-

Any microphone technique that requires complicated tionally high degree of rejection of unwanted sounds
postmicrophone signal processing is likely to be widely from the side and the rear, using available high-quality

microphones; thus obtaining stereo directivity factors

* Presented at the 93rd Convention of the Audio Engineering larger than is possible by means of conventional stereo
Society, San Francisco, CA, 1992 October 1-4. microphone techniques. The most extreme example of
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the use of Blumlein shuffling is a practical stereo shotgun nonidentical filters and then converted back by a second
microphone technique, allowing the pickup of true MS, or sum-and-difference, matrix into left-right form.
stereo at great distances from the sound stage, with a In this paper we shall not confine the term shuffling to
wide stereo presentation and sharp stereo images, a system implemented as in Fig. 1, but to any stereo-in-

The main disadvantage of the Blumlein shuffling tech- stereo-out linear processing that has the same effect on
nique is that it has poor mono compatibility, and so is signals as does Fig. 1. While implementation as in Fig.
mainly useful either for media where mono compatibility 1 is often congenient, there are other methods of imple-
is of secondary importance (such as CDs), or as a subsid- mentation, such as that presented in [ 10].
iary part of an overall mix (such as an "atmosphere" It is convenient to adopt gain and polarity conventions
pickup in TV drama or the "backline" pickup in a live to define the MS matrix as follows:
rock recording).

In outline, Blumlein shuffling uses two identical mi- M = 0.7071(L + R) S = 0.7071(L - R) (1)

crophones (which may be, but need not be, separated
by a baffle), spaced apart by a distance typically on the where L and R are the input left and right signals and
order of 200 mm, both pointing in the same direction. M and S are the respective sum and difference signals.
Theoutputs of these microphones are then postprocessed The reason for adopting the factor 0.7071 = 2 -'/2 is
by a Blumlein shuffling network that converts low-fre- simply that the inverse MS matrix has exactly the same
quency phase differences between the two microphone form, that is,
outputs into amplitude differences suitable for stereo
loudspeakerreproduction. L = 0.7071(M + S) R = 0.7071(M - S). (2)

The Blumlein shuffler should not be confused with

the shelf-filter shuffler [8]-[10] used for widening con- Other gain and polarity conventions could be adopted,
ventional stereo at frequencies below 700 Hz, since such but we find this the most convenient one to use, despite
shelf-filter shuffling is designed not to convert phase its complicated factor, because 1) the MS conversion
differences into amplitude differences, but simply and matrices to and from the MS mode are identical, mean-
solely to increase stereo width by a factor of between lng that there is no need for additional gain adjustments
1.6 and 2.5 at low frequencies, in conversion between MS and LR modes, and 2) the

Rather, Blumlein shuffling is an early approximation total energy L2 + R2of a stereo input signal is preserved
to the matrixing used to convert binaural dummy-head by MS matrixing, that is,
recordings' into transaural signals [ 11 ], [ 12] intended for
reproductionvia a stereo pair of loudspeakers. With the L2 + R2 = M2 + S2 (3)
technology of Blumlein's era in 1931, full binaural-to-
transaural conversion was not feasible, except only at so that the total energy of a signal can be studied equally

low frequencies below around 700 Hz, and Blumlein well in either mode.
shuffling was the best approximation available with the The simplest use of signal processing in the MS mode
technology of that era. is the stereo width control devised by Blumlein [1],

This paper first describes the principle of the Blumlein shown in Fig. 2. Here the gain of the S signal is varied
shuffler, how it converts phase differences to amplitude but that of the M signal kept fixed. For gains w greater
differences, and the kind of adjustments available, in than 1 for the S signal, this causes an increased width
particular for stereo width. The application of Blumlein of presentation for sounds panned across the sound
shuffling to various microphone types, ranging from omni- stage, and for w between 0 and 1 it gives a reduced
directional to shotgun microphones, is discussed, with width. Width control is one of the most practically useful
calculations of the directivity factor (rejection of un- adjustments of stereo images, and so it is surprising that
wanted sounds) and stereo stage width, and some com- this ancient 1931 technique is still not incorporated in
ments on subjective aspects. The paper then describes many mixing consoles and is rare in consumer equip-
an alternativemethodofBlumleinshuffling,whichcan _
he implemented by means of a passive network after

ancedsome microphone preamplifiers with electronically bal-outputs. I. Ityl_'i$"!MT;tX!_MS_F--qM-FtLTE£'_E--_.._ I___ >L'
1 PRINCIPLES OF BLUMLEIN SHUFFLING

I I I

1.1 Shuffling Fig. l. Schematicof a shuffler.

The basic concept of shuffling, devised by Blumlein

i
[1] in 1931 but given this name publicly only in [8] by L _ _-
the EMI team who worked with him, is shown in Fig. ' MS

1. A stereo signal in left-right form is converted by an R ;IMATRIX_ 5' MATRIX _ Rt
MS, or sum-and-difference, matrix into the form of a ' -, _1 I

WIDTH GAINkt
sum, or M, signal and a difference, or S, signal, and
the two signals M and S are subjected to the action of Fig. 21 Width control for amplitude stereophony.
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ment. This is presumably because there is a legacy of amplitude, for example, with panpots or with coincident
thinking of "stereo" as being two independent channels, directional stereo microphone pairs. This frequency-
dating back to the early consumer stereo era, rather than dependent width control is the principle behind what
thinking of it as interrelated channels to be signal pro- Griesinger called spatial equalization [9], also used by
cessed as a whole. Clark et al. [8] and the author [10], whereby lower fre-

The filters in a shuffler, as in Fig. 1, affect the relative quencies, below around 600 or 700 Hz, are reproduced
gains of the M and S signals, which affect the width, with a greater relative width gain w (equal to between
but they affect the relative phases of the M and S signals 1.6 and 2.5) than higher frequencies. Such an increase
as well. There has been a tendency to concentrate purely of lower frequency width is found to give an increased
on the effect of the relative gains in the M and S signal sense of spaciousness and some compensation for the
paths, whereas often the effect on the relative phases different stereo localization psychoacoustics of lower
can be more significant, and higher frequencies. However, in such frequency-

To take an extreme example, if the gains of the M dependent width adjustment applications to amplitude
and S signal paths are unchanged, with value 1, but the stereophony, phase shifts in the difference channel are
phase of the S signal path is changed by 180 °, that is, undesirable, as explored in [10], [13].

its polarity is inverted, then the output left and right The original application of Blumlein [1] processed
signals L' and R' have the form input signals differing mainly in phase, not amplitude,

and in his application, as we shall see, phase shifts in
L' = 0.7071[M + (-S)] = R the filters were not merely desirable, but absolutely essen-

R' = 0.7071[M - (-S)] = 0.7071(M + S) = L tial. In [14] Griesinger quotes the present author as having
(4) claimed that elimination of phase shifts was desirable in

this application--something that is simply not true.
which has the effect of interchanging the left and right In this paper we adopt the term Blumlein shuffling to
channels, meanshufflinginwhichphaseshifts in theS signalpath

Smaller phase changes also have significant effects, relative to the M signal path are used to convert phase
For example, a 90° phase shift in the S signal path elimi- differences in the input stereo signals into amplitude

nates all separation of a conventional amplitude-panned differences in the output stereo signals. This is to be
stereo input, giving left and right output signals that contrasted with those kinds of shuffling in which phase
differ only in phase, that is, amplitude differences be- shift differences between the S and M signal paths are
tween the input left and right channels are converted to desirably minimized, designed to adjust the width at
phase differences. In a similar way, a phase shift in the different frequencies of amplitude-panned stereophony.
S signal path can convert phase differences between the Griesinger's cited paper [14] appears to confuse these
input channels to amplitude differences at the output, two quite distinct kinds of shuffling, and rules applicable
Even smaller phase shifts in the S channel will, in gen- to the latter width-adjustment type of shuffling are inap-
eral, have the effect of reducing the separation of ampli- propriate to the former Blumlein shuffling, which con-
tude-panned signals, as noted in [10], for example, and verts phase into amplitude differences.
also of increasing amplitude differences of input signals
differing only in phase. 1.2 Blumlein Shuffling for Time Differences

Thus in considering shuffling, it is important to be If one has two identical microphones spaced apart
aware not only of the amplitude responses of the shuf- laterally and pointing in the same direction, then pro-
fling filters, but also of their phase responses, vided the spacing is small compared to the sound source

For input stereo signals incorporating both amplitude distance, the signals arriving at the two microphones will
and phase differences, the effect of phase shifts in the differ in time of arrival but not in amplitude. Blumlein
S signal path is in general complicated, requiring a de- realized in [1] that such time-of-arrival differences
tailed calculation of the complex gains of signals to could, at lower frequencies, be converted into amplitude

Y determine the amplitude and phase differences at the differences for feeding to loudspeakers.
output. Nevertheless, as was already known to Blumlein Consider a signal arriving with amplitude gain 1 in
[1] in 1931, phase shifts in the S signal path can have the two stereo channels L and R, but with a time of arrival
effect of converting input phase differences into output in L of T before arrival in R. Then it is convenient to
amplitude differences and vice versa. This effect ofshuf- consider the left channel as having a time advance of
fling has often been little understood, and it is obscured I/2Tand the right channel a time delay of %T, since this
if one concentrates only on the amplitude response of makes all mathematics more symmetrical.
filters in the M and S signal paths. The Blumlein shuffler for such time-delayed signals

The generally complicated behavior of shuffling consists of an RC boost in the S signal path relative to
means that it can be designed for a number of different M, as shown in Fig. 3, with equalization time constant
applications. By minimizing or eliminating phase differ- x, corresponding to a -t-3.01-dB boost frequency (or
ences between the M and S channels and simply varying frequency constant),
the relative gains with frequency, one can have a fre-

quency-dependent width control for altering the repro- F - 1 (5)
duced width of input stereo signals that are panned by 2axx
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The complex gains at angular frequency o) of the L and x of the shuffling filter.
R signals are, respectively, From Eqs. (11) we can draw various conclusions.

First, adjustment of the time constant x of the Blumlein
L = exp(lhjo)T) R = exp( - V2jo)T) (6) shuffler acts, at low frequencies, as a width control for

signals arriving with a pure time difference. Thus in

whose M and S signals have respective complex gains, Blumlein shuffling, width control is achieved not by
adjustment of the amplitude gain of the S signal, but by

M = X/_ COS(I/20,)T) S = _/2 j sin(1/2o)T) (7) adjustment of the time constant x of the S signal filter.
This observation is important in the following.

by using exp(jk) = cos k + j sin k for real k, where Second, the overall energy gain at low frequencies
j = V_-I. according to Eqs. (11) is not equal to 2, as in the input

At low frequencies, for which V2O)Tis small, Eqs. (7) signals, but it is equal to
becomeapproximately '

S = %/2 j [(lbo)T) - 1/6(1/2o)T) 3 -{- · · ') (8) This results in an increased gain at low frequencies by
a factor of

by power series expansion, so that at the lowest frequen-

cies, M has an approximately flat frequency response, ./],_T\2

whereas S has a 90 ° phase shift j, as well as a 6.02-dB- 1 + _'_')-- (12)per-octave bass cut.
The bass boost in the Blumlein shuffler is intended to

compensate both for this bass cut in the S signal path as compared to the high-frequency energy gain, which
and for the 90 ° phase shift. The equalization of this bass equals 2, since at high frequencies the shuffling filter

has gain 1 and virtually no phase shift, so leaves theboost has gain
input signals unaltered.

1 + O(ox)-l (9) The reason for using a shuffler filter whose high-fre-
quency gain is 1 is that any other choice would cause

in the S signal path and 1 in the M signal path, giving "comb-filter" coloration effects at high frequencies,
complexgains whereasthe choiceof 1 preserves the input signals and

simply preserves the time delay between the two

M' = X/2 cos (lbo)T) = X/2 (1 + · · .) stereo channels.
Third, it will be seen from Eqs. (11) that a single

S' = N/2 j[sin (V2toT)][1 + (jo)x)- il Blumlein shuffler converts, at low frequencies, different
interchannel time delays T into different channel ampli-

X/_ C/2T ) tude gains, so that time-delay stereophony is converted
= -- + V2jo)T + · · · (10) at low frequencies to amplitude stereophony.

However, what is not clear without further analysis
is at what frequency a frequency ceases to be "low."

so that at low frequencies, M' has gain N/2, S' has gain The general mathematical formula for the complex gains
V'2(V:T/T), and the output channel gains are of the left and right output channels is

L' _ 1 + 1/2T R' _ 1 IhT (11) L' = exp(l/2jo)T) + sin(l/2o)T)'r T o)'r

What this has shown is that the Blumlein shuffler has sin(lbo)T)
the effect at low frequencies of converting a time delay R' = exp( - %jo)T) (13)
T between input stereo channels L and R into amplitude o)'r

gains, as in Eqs. (11), which depend on the time constant from which it is possible to compute as a function of
ct · frequency the relative amplitude gains and phases of the

< /,_ two output channels as a function of frequency for any

T L.I------] _ given values of T and 'r.

[___ rRJ_$tx j [-_RC-- > Roughly speaking, the "transition frequency" between
MICS ' MS the low-frequency amplitude stereophony region and the

5 S,JMATRI_']
'll '[ 8005T [ ' )_R' high-frequency time-delay stereophony region occurs atthat angular frequency for which

I

- [ ]Fig. 3. Basic Blumlein shuffler for a pair of laterally spaced IL'l2 IR'l= _ i/: . (14)identical microphones pointing in the same direction, convert-
ing interchannel delays into amplitude differences. IL'l2 _ IR'l2 1 + (l/2T/x)21
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Generally speaking, one is likely to choose the time with attendant amplification of all unwanted error signal
constant 'r such that components in the difference channel, including both

noise and errors due to slight mismatches between the
_>'/2ITl (15) two microphones.

The problem of bass boost of errors means that in
so as to avoid overwide low-frequency stereo images practice we have to limit the bass boost. In practice, we
according to Eqs. (1 !). Under these conditions one finds have found that we agree with Griesinger's figure in [14]
approximately that the transition frequency is almost of limiting the S signal path bass boost to around 15 dB.
entirely dependent on T, being around Using conventional RC filtering circuity means in effect

putting an additional RC bass cut with a cutoff frequency
Ftransition = 0.3/T. (16) of about 0.18 times the frequency F at which the RC

boost occurs.

In other words, the smaller the time delay T between The effect of this additional RC cut is that the stereoph- .
the stereo channels, the higher the frequency at which ony at extremely low frequencies reverts to time-delay
Blumlein shuffling is effective at converting time delays stereophony, but with an effective microphone spacing
into amplitude stereophony. According to Eq. (14), the around 5.6 times as large as the actual microphone spacing,
transition frequency is slightly increased, to about due to the gain boost. Thus for an 180-mm microphone

spacing, at extremely low frequencies, the effective micro-
0.39/T (17) phone spacing is increased to 1 m. At middling frequencies

up to the transition frequency of Eq. (16) the results are
when T is such that the low-frequency image is panned those of amplitude stereophony, and at higher frequencies
right over to one side or the other of the stereo stage, the results are again time-delay stereophony, but now with
but Eq. (16) is not too far out even here. a spacing of only 180 mm.

Thus for a time delay of 0.3 ms, quite a typical value However, this extreme-bass RC bass cut degrades the
for ear-spaced microphones with an angle of arrival of effect of the amplitude stereophony at midfrequencies,
about 30° , the transition frequency between amplitude since it introduces additional, and now unwanted, phase
and time-delay stereophony is at around'l kHz according shifts in the S signal path. If instead one uses a phase-
to Eq. (16), but is reduced to around 500 Hz for sounds compensated high-pass filter, as shown in Fig. 4, to
arriving from the sides and increased to 2 kHz for sounds prevent excessive bass boost in the difference channel,
arriving from azimuth angles of around -+15° from where the M signal path now contains a unity-gain all-
due front, pass networkwhosephaseresponseis matchedto that

Since conventional amplitude stereophony starts giv- of the high-pass filter in the S signal path, then the effect

lng a poor directional illusion in the region of 1-2 kHz, of this extra phase shift is minimized. The author has
these figures suggest that a typical microphone spacing previously described [2], [15] how such phase compen-
of about 200 mm (roughly ear spacing) is about ideal sation can be achieved (see also [16]), and showed in
for use with Blumlein shuffling. For smaller spacings [15] (in another application) how this increases the effec-
the amplitude stereophony region extends to higher fre- tive bass separation by about an octave for a given degree
quencies, which is OK except that the amount of bass of limitation of response. See also [16] for a detailed
boost introduced by the shuffling increases bass noise discussion of the benefits of using all-pass phase com-
and the effects of gain mismatches between microphones pensation in the M channel when putting high-pass ill-
unacceptably [2]. Conversely, a wider microphone spac- tering in the S channel.
lng, with larger time delays, reduces the transition fie- A disadvantage of all-pass phase compensation in the
quency between amplitude and time-delay stereophony sum channel is that it alters the phase response in the
to lower values than those found in human hearing, bass, which is known [17] to have audible effects on bass

It is of interest to speculate whether Blumlein [1] was quality when used in digitally phase-equalized sound
aware of the optimality of near earspacing of micro- reproduction systems [17] of the kind likely to become
phones for use with Blumlein shuffling since he did common in the future. However, in digitally imple-
suggest this spacing, mented shufflers it is possible to devise phase-linear

1.3 Application Problems d

The preceding theory means that one might consider < >

the use of Blumlein shuffling with a pair of identical _ ?L M ,,,_oA_¢ M' [-------_ _L'

microphones spaced apart by a distanced,shownin 3, whereP°intinglathe MI¢S 'J,2s'Ms $'1_,_'_ MI2TSRixJthe same direction, as Fig. sum R j,,m,nlX 5'

signal is unaltered and the difference signal given an RC ---3 i_v,_F B_O_._ > i _R 'bass boost below a frequency chosen according to the
desired width of stereo presentation in the bass. As we m_HPASS

saw in Section 1.2, the boost frequency acts as a width Fig. 4. Addition of a very low-frequency bass cut to limit
control. However, too high a boost frequency causes bass-boost amplitude in Blumlein shuffler, also showing all-
excessive width, as well as a high degree of bass boost pass phase compensation (optional) for this cut in sum channel.
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high-pass filters for the difference channel, so that the advance equal to
sum-channel all-pass is a pure time delay with no

phase distortion. ( I_d_)Besides the bass boost problem, we noted in Eq. (12) l/2T = sin 0 (1Sa)
that the effect of Blumlein shuffling was also to intro-

duce a degree of bass boost in the frequency response, and at the right microphone with a time delay of
depending on the reproduced stereo position, which in
general makes the sound slightly bass heavy. This can / ii_.A
be corrected by means of a slight bass cut in both output
channels, but is better done by introducing a slight bass kc/

cut in the M signal path, as shown in Fig. 5.
The bass cut filter also introduces small phase shifts Equations (18) remain true for sounds not in the hori-

so that the time constant of the RC boost in the difference zontal plane, provided that 0 is the angle of arrival men-

signal path needs to be slightly altered to maintain the shred from the median plane of the two microphones.
correct phase difference for Blumlein shuffling to work We suppose that the two microphones have identical
correctly. The bass cut filter in the sum channel is a polar characteristics, and thus assume that the polar dis-

shelf filter, typically with a gain of around - 1.0 dB at gram in the horizontal plane has the (generall); complex)
lower frequencies and 0 dB at higher ones. Since the gain g(0) as a function of arrival angle 0. Then the gain,
amount of bass cut required depends on the stereo posi- as a function of direction in the horizontal plane, of the
tion (being 0 dB at the center of the stereo stage and outputs of the two microphones is
-3 dB at the edge), the value chosen is a compromise

to give an "average" flat frequency response, averaged [ C_) ]over a range of directions. As we shall see later, this L = g(0) exp jto sin 0
average varies with the characteristics of the micro-

phones. [ . [l/2d_ ]Fig. 5 shows a Blumlein shuffler, incorporating a R = g(0)exp -jto_-j sin 0 (19)shelf-filter bass cut in the sum channel, an RC Blumlein
shuffling bass boost in the difference channel, and a

where to is the angul,ar frequency of the sound, and g(0)high-pass filter to prevent excessive bass boost in the
is the polar gain pattern at that frequency.difference channel (limiting boost to around 15 dB),

As before, the effect of Blumlein shuffling using anpreferably with an all-pass filter in the sum channel to

compensate for any phase shift in the difference-signal S signal path RC bass-boost equalization with time con-
stant x, as in Eq. (9), is to give, at sufficiently lowhigh-pass filter. The detailed design of these filters de-

pends on the application and will be detailed later in angular frequencies to, outputs L' and R',
the paper.

1.4 Analysis of Arrival at Microphones = g(0) 1 + sin 0\ cx/

We now look at the effect of Blumlein shuffling from

another point of view--that of the polar diagrams of R' = [(Y2dl]the resulting signal pickup, as was done in [2], and also g(0) 1 - sin 0 (20)\ c'r/
by Blumlein in (unpublished) work at EMI in the period
up to 1934. Fig. 6 shows two identical microphones,
spaced apart laterally by a distance d, responding to a x x
sound arriving at an azimuth angle 0 (measured anti- xx x

clockwise) from due front. Writing the speed of sound _x 'x
in air as c (it typically equals around 340 m/s), then, x
relativeto the center of the microphonearray (see Fig. x x\ \

6), the sound arrives at the left microphone with a time ql q\ \
\ \
\ \

at \ \

· \ \

'I--

HIGHPASS Fig. 6. Geometry of sound arrivals at a pair of laterally spaced
identical microphones spaced ap.a_ by a distance d, from an

Fig. 5. Blumlein shuffler, incorporating shelf-filter equalizer azimuthal direction 0 (measured anticlockwide from due
in M signal path to restore flatness of average bass response, front).
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using Eqs. (11). This has sum and difference polar crosstalk Of - 15.3 dB for azimuths of +90 °. For omni-

diagrams directionalmicrophonesthepolardiagramsarethe back-
to-back hypercardioids at low frequencies, having nulls

M' = X/2 g(0) 135 ° off axis. We shall regard the shuffling satisfying

[( / ] Eqs. (22) or (23) as being a standard "reference" value.
S' = X/2 g(O) l/2d sin'r .

k x cx / (21) Smaller time constants and higher frequency constants
have the effect of introducing antiphase sound pickups
at azimuth angles around 90 °, whereas larger time con-In the simplest case, where the microphones are omni-
stants and lower frequency constants do not fill up thedirectional and g(0) = 1, Eqs. (20) describe the polar
stereo stage.diagrams of back-to-back subcardioid, cardioid, or

hypercardioid microphones, since sin 0 is the polar dia- However, if the polar diagrams g(0) of the original
gram of a leftward-facing figure-of-eight microphone, microphones are highly directional, pointing toward the
The two microphone characteristics are back-to-back front, then sounds from larger azimuths will be attenu-
cardioidsif ated because they arrive off axis, so that in this case

the antiphase reproduction of larger azimuths is not so

l/2d important, and greater widths (smaller time constants)
= ! (22) can be used with Blumlein shuffling, allowing a wide

ca' reproduced stage for a narrow original angular sound
stage. This is particularly useful for the case when the

and the width of the stereo image is widened or narrowed original microphones are gun microphones used at a
proportional to 1/a'. great distance from the sound source.

The reproduced stereo position of arriving sounds
does not at all depend on the identical polar diagrams 1.5 Baffles

g(0) of the microphones, which only affect the amplitude Blumlein shuffling can also be used, as was the case
and phase responses of the sound. From Eqs. (20) or with Blumlein's preferred technique in [1], with an
(21), if the time constant a' of the Blumlein shuffling acoustic baffle placed between the microphones. At the
is adjusted to satisfy Eq. (22) or, equivalently, if its lower frequencies where Blumlein shuffling is effective,
frequency constant, Eq. (5), is adjusted to equal the baffle provides relatively little acoustic obstruction,

so that the difference at the two microphones remains a
_ phase difference, whereas at the frequencies at which

F - c 108.2 (23)
nxd d the baffle provides acoustic obstruction and creates am-

plitude differences, the effect of the Blumlein shuffling

where d is measured in meters, F in hertz, and the speed is no longer great. Thus by use of a baffle with Blumlein
of sound c in air is assumed to be 340 m/s, then sounds shuffling, amplitude differences are produced between
arriving from the sides (that is, the azimuths _+90°) are the output stereo channels over the whole frequency
reproduced at the left and right extremes of the stereo range, with the baffle taking over at frequencies at which

stage, and sounds with 0 = _+45° are reproduced (at the Blumlein shuffling becomes ineffective at converting
low frequencies) with a stereo separation of 15.3 dB, phase differences into amplitude differences.
which gives a fairly wide stage width in stereo reproduc- However, the optimum form of baffle is not at all

clear. Blumlein originally used a rigid circular disktion. The gain of the ratio of difference to sum,
placed in the median plane between the microphones, a

L' - R' - S' technique that still remains popular among some Euro-
L' + R' - M' pean broadcasters such as the BBC (although they omit

the shuffling), whereas other forms of baffle include a
dummy head, a solid sphere with the microphones sur-

in this case equals face-mounted [7], and specialized proprietary designs

S' like the SASS microphone [18], [19]. With the reserva-
- sin 0 (24) tions noted later, such baffled microphone arrays are

M' almost always improved by use with appropriate Blum-
lein shuffling to restore the stereoism of lower fre-

so that, for example, it equals one-half for 0 = 30°, quencies.

giving a 9.54-dB stereo channel separation. The key word in the last sentence is "appropriate." For
Decreasing the time constant of the Blumlein shuffling good results it is important to match the lower frequency

increases the reproduced width, with, for example, stereo effect to that obtained over loudspeakers at higher
frequencies. There are two main pitfalls here: l) not

F = X/r2 c _ 153 (25) equalizing the bass shelf boost caused by the boost of
wd d the difference signal, for example, by means of a shelf

bass cut in the S channel as in Fig. 5, and 2) using an
giving an infinite stereo separation for azimuths -+45°, inappropriate value of the microphone separation d in
an increase in stage width of _/2, and an antiphase calculating the equalizer time or frequency constant of
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Eqs. (22) or (23). same microphonearrays without Blumlein shuffling.
It is not true for baffled microphones that the acousti- British recording engineer Tony Faulkner has pro-

cally appropriate distance d between the microphones is posed what he termed a "phased array" stereo micro-

their actual physical distance apart. The general effect phone technique (not to be confused with phased arrays
of a baffle is to increase the effective acoustic separation in the beam-forming and steering sense), which corn-
at low frequencies. In general, the problem of computing prises two identical forward-facing figure-of-eight mi-
the effective low-frequency acoustic separation d of baf- crophones spaced apart side by side by about 180 mm.
fled microphones has not been solved, and this may have While in some situations such "phased arrays" do give
to be determined by acoustical measurement procedures a certain spatial quality, the application of Blumlein
too complicated to be described here. However, the an- shuffling brings them to life with a much more dramatic
swer is known for microphones mounted on a solid directional effect and spaciousness, without the loss of
sphere, using methods developed by Lord Rayleigh in whatever virtue they may have possessed without any
the last century [20], where it turns out, as noted by shuffling.
Cooper [21], that the effective acoustical distance d be- Another factor that may help explain the subjective
tween microphones mounted on opposite sides of a hard performance of nonbaffled Blumlein-shuffled identical
sphere is 11/2times the diameter D of the sphere, that is, microphone pairs is that, as we saw in Section 1.4 and

Eq. (16), the frequency at which shuffling restores am-
d = 11/zD (26) plitude stereophony is increased toward the center of the

stereo stage, being above 2 kHz over the center quarter
for a hard sphere, of the stage. Thus if recordings are made of sound stages

with a number of sound sources near the center of the

2 PRACTICAL MICROPHONE TECHNIQUES stage, then such images will be quite well handled by
Blumiein shuffling up to 3 kHz or better. Also, at the

2.1 Subjective Aspects highish frequencies for which Blumlein shuffling starts
The writer had assumed when writing [2] in 1970 failing near centerstage, the ears tend to increase the

that the results of using Blumlein shuffling on a pair of perceived stage width for a given amplitude ratio be-
identical forward-facing microphones without any baffle tween loudspeaker outputs. Thus a variety of psycho-
would not be acceptable, due to the lack of high-fre- acoustic phenomena may be conspiring to improve the
quency amplitude differences, and there proposed using subjective quality of stereoism without a baffle.

two sets of spaced microphones, each with their o,.-n From a subjective point of view, when used with dum-
Blumlein shuffling, with a crossover network ensuring my-head or sphere baffles, it is found to be very im-
that the array with smaller spacing took over at higher portant to incorporate a shelf-filter bass cut to compen-
frequencies where the array with larger spacing failed sate for the boost in bass energy caused by the Blumlein
to have good separation. (Blumlein suggested something shuffling, since this is otherwise found to cause an un-
similar in [1].) pleasantheavybass quality that ruins the tonalbalance.

It was therefore something of a surprise to discover With care it is possible to equalize the bass such that
that the subjective quality of the stereo produced by there is an insignificant tonal difference between the
Blumlein shuffling of an ear-spaced pair of identical unshuffled and Blumlein shuffled outputs from the mi-
microphones was much better than expected, despite the crophones, which is generally desirable. This is possible
poor amplitude separation at high frequencies and the despite the fact that most sound directions in fact have
small interloudspeaker time delays (typically below an unflat energy response according to Eq. (12) since
0.5 ms). the ears generally seem reasonably happy if the average

The reason why Blumlein shuffling works better than response over all directions is flat, as the author also
it should without baffles is not fully understood, but noted in [13]. Our experience is that care to equalize
appears to be related to the failure of amplitude stereoph- bass to be on average flat within a small fraction of a
ony to give good directional illusions in the region decibel is well worthwhile from a quality point of view,
around 1-2 kHz. It appears that the departure from am- and to avoid introducing unwanted variables that confuse
plitude stereophony given by Blumlein shuffling of ear- the comparison of different microphone techniques.
spaced microphones actually gives better localization in One thing well worth experimenting with is decreas-
the region around 1-2 kHz than does amplitude stere- ing the time constant x of the Blumlein shuffling filter,
ophony. In particular, the computed interloudspeaker that is, increasing its + 3.01-dB frequency constant F
phase and amplitude differences as a function of fre- so as to give increased width. For the outer images in
quency (reported in Tables 1-6) seem to conform quite a stereo stage, this increase of width is confined to fre-
well with the values for optimum localization computed quencies below around 700 Hz, although it affects fre-
by Cooper and Bauck [22]. While Blumlein shuffling of quencies up to 1.5 or 2 kHz near stage center. Thus the
microphones spaced apart by around 180 or 200 mm is effect is similar to that of spacial equalization [8]-[10]
not claimed to give perfect stereophony, it is at least in increasing the width only of lower audio frequencies.
as good as many other highly regarded near-coincident This can yield a dramatic increase in the sense of being
microphone techniques, and is a great improvement, in "enveloped" by ambient and environmental sounds in a
both spaciousness and localization quality, over the recording, and has been found to be particularly effec-
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tive with recording arrays using baffles, such as many microphones. Table 1 shows clearly that Blumlein shuf-
BBC sound effects recordings. However, it is important fling gives reasonable amplitude stereophony for sound
to use a greater degree of shelf-filter bass cut for higher near the center of the stage up to quite high frequencies,
frequency constants, since otherwise the large bass but that separation suffers at the larger azimuths at much
boosts give a very heavy bass. lower frequencies. However, it should be remembered

that interchannel phase differences are also important in
2.2 Analysis of Shuffled Arrays determining the stereo effect. The corresponding inter-

In order to describe the use of Blumlein shuffling with channel phase differences in degrees are shown in Table
individual microphone arrays and characteristics, we 2. Phase differences near 90 ° at low frequencies have
need to specify the frequency constant F to be used for the effect of increasing the perceived stereo width and
a given spacing and width and the associated bass cut separation. Tables 1 and 2 have been computed from
filter in the M signal path to ensure flat average response. Eqs. (13) with
We also need to specify the performance of the shuffled
array, including such parameters as image width and IhT = , sin 0 . (27)
directivity factor, as well as total energy gain in different
directions (important if microphone directivity is being The nominal "acceptance angle," that is, the total width
used to exclude unwanted sounds in the recording loca- 20 of the azimuthal arrival stage between sounds emerg-
tion). The details of this analysis will be given else- ing at low frequencies, from the left channel only and the
where, but here we summarize the information we shall right channel only is 180° for Eqs. (22) or (23) and the
tabulate for different microphone systems for stereo. In figures tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. We also consider
order to help make comparisons, we also include data the case with acceptance angles of 120 and 90 °, for
for a few existing microphone techniques not involv- which we find, respectively.
ing shuffling.

For microphones without baffles spaced apart by a (32w_)( c ) 125distance d, with the frequency constant F given by Eqs. F = _ - _ , (28)
(22) or (23) (so that the sounds from azimuths -+90°
come from the left or right loudspeakers at low frequen- and
cies), Table 1 gives the stereo separation (that is, ampli-

tude ratio) of the two output channels when a simple RC F = 2 ¥2c _ 153 (29)
boost is used in the difference channel for shuffling. 'nd d
This separation is shown for azimuths 0-90 ° and for
frequencies as a multiple of F. By way of example, F Tables 3 and 4 show the separation in decibels and the
= 601 Hz for a spacing of 180 mm, F = 721.5 Hz for phase difference in degrees for various azimuth angles
a spacing of 150 mm, F = 541 Hz for a spacing of 200 and frequencies for the case of Eq. (28) with 120° low-
mm, and F = 361 Hz for a spacing of 300 mm between frequency acceptance angle, Tables 5 and 6 show the

Table 1. Interchannel separation in dB for various azimuthal arrival angles and frequencies of Blumlein shuffled microphones
with no baffles, as a function of frequency, for low-frequency acceptance angle of 180°.

Azimuthal Frequency
Angle
(deg) 0 I/aF l/4F 8- ¥2F V2F 2- I/2F F _/2F 2F N/aF 4F

0 or 180 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15or 165 4.60 4.60 4.59 4.57 4.54 4.48 4.37 4.15 3.73 3.01 1.85
30 or 150 9.54 9.50 9.36 9.19 8.87 8.28 7.27 5.71 3.54 0.85 - 1.58
45 or 135 15.31 15.00 14.18 13.28 11.88 9.92 7.44 4.48 1.08 - 2.15 - 1.27
60or 120 22.88 20.85 17.56 15.21 12.52 9.57 6.36 2.81 -1.11 -2.98 1.31
75 or 105 35.22 23.98 18.18 15.16 12.08 8.88 5.47 1.67 - 2.42 - 2.25 2.14
90 os 24.07 18.01 14.95 11.83 8.60 5.15 1.28 - 2.82 - 1.80 2.11

· Table 2. Phase lead in degrees of left channel over right for microphone technique of Table 1.

Azimuthal Frequency
Angle
(deg) 0 l/sF _hF 8 - l/2F l/2F 2- '/2F F N/2F 2F N/SF 4F

0 or180 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15or165 0.0 4.0 7.9 11.2 15.9 22.4 31.6 44.5 62.4 87.1 120.9
30or 150 0.0 9.5 19.0 26.6 37.2 51.3 69.7 93.2 123.1 164.0 - 133.0
45or 135 0.0 19.9 38.0 51.0 66.6 84.5 105.1 130.3 165.5 - 135.0 -36.1
60or 120 0.0 43.1 68.0 81.0 94.2 108.9 126.9 152.2 - 165.1 - 82.2 37.2
75or 105 0.0 79.9 93.6 100.9 109.7 121.1 137.7 164.1 - 145.7 -47.8 84.3
90 90.0 96.0 102.0 107.0 114.3 124.9 141.0 167.9 - 138.7 -36.3 100.4
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data for a 90 ° acceptance angle, polar diagram sin 0). Also listed in Table 7 are the

By comparison, Table 7 gives the separation in deci- acceptance angles. Table 8 shows the total energy re-

bels for various azimuthal sound arrival angles for sev- sponse of the two stereo channels as a function of direc-

eral common coincident-microphone techniques, namely, tion for these coincident-microphone techniques, in-

the Blumlein technique (90 ° angled figures of eight), the cluding above and below, normalized for 0 dB at the

wide MS technique with M having a cardioid (1 + cos front, plus the computed directivity factor (see Julstrom

0) polar diagram and S a X/3 sin 0 polar diagram (with [23]), that is, the ratio of frontal energy gain to average

an acceptance angle of 120°), the narrow MS technique energy gain integrated over all directions in the sphere

with the M polar diagram 1 + cos O and the S polar of directions. This measures the relative rejection of

diagram sin 8 (which has 180 ° acceptance angle), and sounds arriving from a random direction. Also shown

back-to-back cardioids (with M polar diagram 1 and S in Tables 7 and 8 is the 120 ° angled coincident cardioid

Table 3. Interchannel separation in dB for various azimuthal arrival angles and frequencies of Blumlein shuffled microphones
with no baffles, as a function of frequency, for low-frequency acceptance angle of 120 °.

Azimuthal Frequency
Angle
(deg) 0 l/sF l/4F 8- "/2F 72F 2- I/2F F X/2F 2F X/8F 4F

0 or 180 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 or 165 5.36 5.35 5.33 5.31 5.26 5.16 4.98 4.63 4.01 2.96 1.42
30or 150 11.44 11.35 11.09 10.76 10.17 9.16 7.61 5.47 2.74 0.34 -2.13
45 or 135 19.91 18.86 16.70 14.85 12.52 9.80 6.76 3.36 -0.43 -2.97 0.53

· 60or 120 oo 24.07 18.01 14.95 11.83 8.60 5.15 1.28 -2.82 - 1.80 2.11
75or 105 25.27 21.15 16.57 13.81 10.82 7.62 4.07 '-0.05 -3.88 0.08 0.99
90 22.88 19.94 15.96 13.35 10.45 7.27 3.71 -0.51 -4.08 0.76 0.38

Table 4. Phase lead in degrees of left channel over right for microphone technique of Table 3.

Azimuthal Frequency
Angle
(deg) 0 l/sF l/4F 8 - '/2F l/2F 2- '/2F F X/2F 2F X/8F 4F

0 or 180 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15 or 165 0.0 4.7 9.4 13.3 18.8 26.5 37.3 52.2 72.8 100.8 139.2
30or 150 0.0 12.4 24.4 34.0 46.7 63.1 83.4 108.2 140.0 - 173.7 -97.3
45 or 135 0.0 32.8 56.7 70.8 85.7 101.8 120.7 145.9 - 174.3 -99.2 14.3
60or 120 90.0 96.0 102.0 107.0 114.3 124.9 141.0 167.9 - 138.7 -36.3 100.4
75 or 105 180.0 134.9 124.5 123.9 127.1 135.4 150.9 - 179.5 - 112.7 1.5 152.8
90 180.0 142.1 130.0 128.3 130.7 138.4 153.9 - 175.2 - 103.0 14.3 169.9

Table 5. Interchannel separation in dB for various azimuthal arrival angles and frequencies of Blumlein shuffled microphones
with no baffles, as a function of frequency, for low-frequency acceptance angle of 90°.

Azimuthal Frequency
Angle
(deg! 0 l/8F l/4F 8 - '/2F ¥2F 2- %F F X/2F 2F X/8F 4F

0 or 180 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15or 165 6.67 6.66 6.62 6.57 6.47 6.28 5.92 5.27 4.18 2.54 0.43
30or 150 15.31 15.00 14.18 13.28 11.88 9.92 7.44' 4.48 1.08 -2.15 - 1.27
45 or 135 oo 24.07 18.01 14.95 11.83 8.60 5.15 1.28 - 2.82 - 1.80 2.11
60 or 120 19.91 18.04 14.88 12.54 9.80 6.68 3.06 - 1.32 -4.17 1.85 -0.75
75 or 105 16.21 15.15 12.94 11.03 8.55 5.52 1.79 -2.93 -3.19 3.00 -2.14
90 15.31 14.38 12.37 10.56 8.16 5.15 1.37 -3.46 -2.56 2.94 -2.06

Table 6. Phase lead in degrees of left channel over right for microphone technique of Table 5.

Azimuthal Frequency
Angle
(deg) 0 l/sF ¥4F 8 - '/2F I/2F 2- '/2F F X/2F 2F X/8F 4F

0 or 180 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15 or 165 0.0 6.1 12.1 17.1 24.1 33.8 47.3 65.7 90.3 123.1 168.5
30or 150 0.0 19.9 38.0 51.0 66.6 84.5 105.1 130.3 165.5 - 135.0 -36.1
45 or 135 90.0 96.0 102.0 107.0 114.3 124.9 141.0 167.9 - 138.7 36.3 100.4
60or 120 180.0 150.6 137.9 135.0 136.2 143.2 158.9 - 167.5 -85.1 37.4 - 159.8
75 or 105 180.0 159.7 148.2 144.6 144.8 151.3 168.0 - 150.9 -48.6 85.9 -95.8
90 180.0 161.6 150.7 147.1 147.2 153.6 170.9 - 144.7 -36.7 102.4 -72.9
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microphone technique. From Table 7 the width of the the integration of the energy gain over the sphere of
stereoism given by these microphone techniques can be directions must take into account the way these polar
determined (the "Blumlein" technique gives the widest diagrams vary with direction above and below the hori-
stereo and the "narrow" MS technique the narrowest for zontal plane [2], [24]. We omit the mathematics here,
frontal stage sounds), and their ability to reject sounds just giving the results of calculations. Some general the-
away from the front, both as a function of direction and oretical results on the directivity factor of higher order
for random arrival directions, directional microphones are presented in [25] using

Tables 1-6 provide a comparison of the localization rather abstract techniques.
behavior of Blumlein shuffled microphones with no baf- Table 9 shows the energy gain in decibels at low
ties, by comparing the technique with Fig. 7 for the frequencies of these microphones used with Blumlein
familiar coincident-microphone techniques. It will be shuffling in the difference channel for the two accep-
seen that the low-frequency localization of the shuffled tance angles of 180 ° [Eq. (22) or (22)] and 120° [Eq.
microphones is comparable in width to the widest of the (28)] as a function of direction normalized to 0 dB for
coincident-microphone techniques, giving a generally front sounds. It also lists the directivity factors of these
wider presentation of front-stage material, especially for techniques. Table 10 gives the same information for the
the 120° and 90° acceptance angles. Table 8 may be same Blumlein shuffled microphones techniques at high
compared with the calculations presented in the follow- frequencies, where the polar diagram in stereo is the
lng section for the directional energy response for vari- same as that of the original mono microphones used,
ous Blumlein shuffled techniques, since shuffling has no effect at high frequencies.

It will be seen from Table 9 that if the microphones
2.3 Unbaffled Blumlein Shuffled Techniques used are cardioids or hypercardioids facing forward, the

Table 9 shows similar information as Table 8, that is, Blumlein shuffled microphones give an excellent rejec-
the total energy gain as a function of direction, and tion of sounds to the sides and back of the microphone
the directivity factor computed for the low-frequency array. The use of hypercardioids with nulls 135 ° off-
behavior Of Blumlein shuffling applied to a spaced pair axis is giving over 15-dB reduction of pickup over the
of identical forward-facing microphones with various rear 120 ° of arc as compared to the front--which pro-
polar diagrams, all gains being normalized to 0 dB at vides excellent rejection of, for example, audience noise
front center azimuth. We show the cases with 180 ° and from a broad rear sector. This rear-noise rejection is far
120° acceptance angles, better than with conventional stereo microphone tech-

The microphone polar diagrams g(0) that we consider niques, and yet is not at the expense of a wide stereo
hereare image.

1) Omnidirectional, g(0) = 1 While the use of 135°-null hypercardioids gives the
2) Cardioid, g(O) = 1 + cos 0 best rear-stage sound rejection, the highest stereo direc-
3) Figure-of-eight, g(0) = cos 0 tivity factor is for the 107°-null hypercardioid in the
4) 135°-null hypercardioids (sometimes termed case of a 180° acceptance angle. In this case the stereo

"supercardioids"), g(0) = 0.7071 + cos 0 directivity factor at low frequencies is an astonishingly
5) 120°-null hypercardioids, g(O) = I/2 + COS0 high 3.25, which is actually higher than that for a mono
6) 107.46°-null hypercardioids, g(O) = 0.3 + cos 0. cardioid. The use of a 120°-null hypercardioid, however,

In calculating the directivity factor one has to take into gives better rear-stage rejection and a directivity factor
account the fact that the polar diagrams at low frequen- that still exceeds 3 for a 180° acceptance angle.
cies are second-order polar diagrams, involving second From Table 8 only the "narrow" MS technique has
spherical harmonics of direction as in Eqs. (20), and a directivity factor comparable to that of many of the

Table 7. Interchannel separation in dB for various azimuthal arrival angles for coincident-microphone
techniques described in text.

Directionof Arrival, MicrophoneTechnique
Azimuth(deg) Blumlein Wide MS Narrow MS 180° Cardioids 120° Cardioids

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 4.77 4.03 2.30 4.60 2.65
30 11.44 8.73 4.77 9.54 5.42
45 co 15.68 7.66 15.31 8.47
60 11.44* o0 11.44 22.88 12.04
75 4.77* 17.00' 17.61 35.22 16.54
90 0.00' 11.44' oo oo 22.88

105 - 4.77* 8.27* 17.61* 35.22 34.00
120 - 11.44* 6.02* 11.44* 22.88 oo
135 -0o 4.24* 7.66* 15.31 31.35
150 - 11.44 2.71' 4.77* 9.54 17.46
165 -4.77 1.32' 2.30* 4.60 8.06
180 0.00 0.00* 0.00' 0.00 0.00
Acceptanceangle 90.00 120.00 180.00 180.00 240.00

· Antiphase.
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Blumlein shuffled techniques, and this is at the expense (16). In addition the mono sum of the shuffled micro-

of a very narrow reproduced stereo stage, unlike in the phone will be subject to comb-filter effects at a higher
Blumlein shufffled techniques, frequency than for ordinary microphone types, thanks

Also of interest is the shuffled"phased array" (forward to the smaller arrival angle s and time differences, and
figure-of-eight) case, which has a reasonable directivity may be acceptable in many applications provided that
factor while rejecting sounds side-on to the micro- the source of prime interest is almost on axis with very
phonearray, littletime delaybetweenmicrophones.

In general the use of Blumlein shuffling does not cause Thus Blumlein shuffling is particularly appropriate for
a large loss of directivity factor as compared to the mi- use with shotgun microphones, giving reasonable stereo
crophones used for mono with the same polar diagrams, at a greater distance than any other known stereo micro-

and also it degrades only slightly the rejection of side phone technique. The disbenefit is the potential for poor
and rear sounds. By contrast, the MS technique often mono compatibility, although care in use can minimize
significantly degrades rear-stage rejection (due to rear this problem as just noted.
pickup by the S signals) and the directivity factor. A hand-held stereo shotgun microphone will tend to

give a rather larger stereo image movement than existing
2.4 Use with Gun Microphones stereo microphones if the microphone is "wobbled

The use of Blumlein shuffling is particularly beneficial around." This is the audio equivalent of the fact that
where a stereo gun microphone is required. Because gun "camera shake" is more serious for telephoto lenses than
microphones have polar diagrams that are very fre- for wide-angle lenses, and so care should be taken in
quency dependent, crossed pairs of gun microphones pointing the microphone array accurately.
give very poor stereo images, with the image width vary-
ing greatly with frequency in an irregular manner. While

it has been proposed to use a gun microphone with a L R1
figure-of-eight S signal using the MS technique, the fig- I_) L _ L'

ure of eight has substantial pickup at the sides and rear, R2

meaning that much of the directivity is lost, and the ,93 L°7.AOirregular polar diagram of the shotgun M signal still M/cs -L ¢
gives stereo imagery that is confused.

However, if two matched gun microphones, spaced R R!

apart about 200 mm, are pointing in the same direction, 13 { R I ; _REtE_-_A_
then it is possible to combine a good stereo image quality

witha directivityfactorvirtuallyequal to that of the _ D
original gun microphone by using Blumlein shuffling. -R _-_-c U _'

Because the beam widths of the gun microphones are R1
..A... ..J_

rather narrow, sounds more than, say, 45° off axis will BALANCED _ r_ [ ? -t'
be sharply attenuated, making the use of a narrow accep- S0ORCE _ Il J
tance angle such as 90° or even as little as 60 ° acceptable (toW-2 ) R2
by increasing the frequency constant F of the Blumlein Rr-_ _l'_D

shuffler. Thus sounds nearly on axis will be presented -['£ Z
withagoodstereowidthas wellas afairly flat frequency R1

response. Sounds further off axis will have a less good I'---'-'_'_:_L'oAR'

frequencyresponsebecauseof the typicalperformance !
of thepolardiagramof a shotgunmicrophone,but its 0
stereo image will still remain fairly sharp.

One bonus of the narrow acceptance angle of a shot-

gun is that the frequency range over which the amplitude Fig. 7. Schematic of circuit for passive Blumlein shuffling
stereophony is reasonable will generally be larger than from electronically balanced microphone amplifier output into

unbalanced or balanced input with load impedance Z. -L'
for normal microphones, since the relative time differ- and -R' output circuits are not required for feeding an unbal-
ences at the two microphones are smaller, thanks to Eq. anced input.

Table 8. Directional energy pickup pattern of stereo microphone techniques of Table 7, in dB relative to front.

Stereo Direction, Azimuth (deg)
Microphone
Technique 0 45 60 90 120 135 180 Above/Below Directivity Factor

Blumlein 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -oo 1.500
Wide MS 0.00 0.43 0.51 0.00 -2.04 -4.02 -oo -6.02 1.714
Narrow MS 0.00 -0.69 -1.25 -3.01 -6.02 -8.34 -oo -6.02 2.400
180° cardioids 0.00 1.76 2.43 3.01 2.43 1.76 0.00 0.00 0.750
120° cardioids 0.00 -0.08 -0.25 -1.09 -3.01 -4.53 -9.54 -3.52 1.688
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factor (which can be read from Table 9). The last column
2.5 Calculating the Shelf Equalizer of Table 9 shows the low-frequency gain in decibels of

In Fig. 6 we noted that the gain of bass energy of the shelf-filter equalizer calculated in this manner.
Blumlein shuffling should be compensated by a shelf- It will be noted from the last column of Table 9 that

filter bass cut in the M signal path. The precise form of wider acceptance angles have the effect of requiring a
this filter depends on the microphone characteristics to greater degree of bass cut, and the degree of bass cut
which it is applied, although a bass cut of around 1 dB required increases further for even smaller acceptance
is a broad compromise that should be reasonably good angles. For example, with shuffled omnidirectional mi-
for many cases. This filter is computed as follows, crophones, for a 90° acceptance angle a shelf-filter cut

If the shuffling filter is applied only to the difference of - 2.22 dB is required, and for a 60° acceptance angle
signal path, then the gains of due front sounds, which' a cut of -3.68 dB is required. The cuts required for
have 0 S signal, are unchanged by the shuffling. The other polar diagrams are rather less than this for such
energy gain averaged over the sphere of directions is small acceptance angles.
inversely proportional to the directivity factor (by the Provided that they give a flat perceived response to
definition of the latter) if the forward gain is constant, start with, baffled omnidirectional microphones, such as
Thus the low-frequency energy gain of the shelf filter the Theile sphere microphone, need the same calculated
required to flatten the average energy response is simply bass shelf-filter cut in decibels as calculated for unbaf-

the high-frequency directivity factor (which can be read fled omnidirectional microphones, although the actual
from Table 10) divided by the low-frequency directivity frequency constants for surface microphones on a hard

Table 9. Directional energy pickup pattern of various Blumlein shuffled unbaffled microphone techniques, with acceptance
angles indicated in parentheses, shown in dB relative to front at low frequencies.

Shuffled Direction,Azimuth(deg) Low-Frequency
Stereo Shelf-Filter
Microphone Above/ Directivity Gain
Technique 0 45 60 90 120 135 180 Below Factor (dB)
Omnidirectional

(180°) 0.00 1.76 2.43 3.01 2.43 1.76 0.00 0.00 0.750 - 1.25
Cardioid(180°) 0.00 0.39 -0.07 -3.01 -9.61 -14.93 -oo -6.02 2.308 -1.14
Figure of eight

(180°) 0.00 - 1.25 -3.59 -oo -3.59 - 1.25 0.00 -oo 2.500 -0.79
135°-null

hypercardioids
(180°) 0.00 0.13 -0.58 -4.65 -15.89 -oo -15.31 -7.66 2.732 -1.07

120°-null
hypercardioids
(180°) 0.00 -0.13 -1.09 -6.53 -oo -15.44 -9.54 -9.54 3.068 -0.99

107.5°-null
hypercardioids
(180°) 0.i)0 -0.46 -1.79 -9.73 - 13.82 -8.32 -5.38 -12.74 3.250 -0.89

Omnidirectional
(120°) 0.00 2.22 3.01 3.68 3.01 2.22 0.00 0.00 0.692 - 1.60

Cardioids (120°) 0.00 0.84 0.51 -2.34 -9.03 - 14.47 -oo -6.02 2.143 - 1.46
Figure of eight

(120°) 0.00 -0.58 -3.01 -oo -3.01 -0:58 0.00 -o0 2.368 -1.03
135°-null

hypercardioids
(120°) 0.00 0.59 0.00 -3.98 - 15.31 -0o - 15.31 -7.66 2.596 - 1.29

120°-null
hypercardioids
(120°) 0.00 0.33 -0.51 -5.86 -oo -14.98 -9.54 -9.54 2.872 -1.28

Table I0. Directional energy pickup pattern of mono microphones and Blumlein shuffled unbaffled microphones at high
frequencies, shown in dB relative to front.

MonoMicrophone Direction,Azimuth(deg)
Polar
Diagram 0 45 60 90 120 135 180 Above/Below DirectivityFactor

Omnidirectional 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.000
Cardioid 0.00 - 1.38 -2.50 -6.02 - 12.04 - 16.69 -oo -6.02 3.000
Figuresofeight 0.00 - 3.01 - 6.02 -oo - 6.02 - 3.01 0.00 - oo 3.000
135°-null

hypercardioid 0.00 - 1.63 -3.01 -7.66 - 18.32 -oo - 15.31 -7.66 3.497
120°-null

hypercardioid 0.00 - 1.89 -3.52 -9.54 -oo - 17.20 -9.54 -9.54 3.857
107.5°-null

hypercardioid 0.00 -2.22 -4.22 - 12.74 - 16.26 - 10.08 -5.38 - 12.74 3.992
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sphere will be about two-thirds of those computed for problems with Blumlein shuffling can be identified when
unbaffled omnidirectional microphones spaced the same performing the gain matching.
distance apart, thanks to Eq. (26). Another advantage of postprocessing is that the origi-

Conversely, it can be shown that for highly directional nal "mono" signals are available for other uses, and that
shotgun microphones, Blumlein shuffling has a rela- a digital postprocessor can be used to optimize the phase
tively smaller effect on the directivity factor, so the response of the S signal path to maximize separation,
amount of shelf-filter equalization in that case may be which optimally uses phase-linear high-pass filtering as
relatively small. In any case, equalization with such discussed earlier, which is most easily done in a digi-
microphones is best determined by ear, since variations tal processor.
in polar response make the "best" equalization in any Alternatively, a purpose-built microphone processor
case more problematic, can be constructed following the block diagram of Fig.

5, using a 15-dB shelf boost in the difference S channel
2.6 Boundary-Layer Microphones to perform the shuffling, and with a shelf filter (with

Blumlein shuffling may also be applied to ear-sPaced central shelf frequency approximately equal to the fre-
boundary-layer microphones, which should point in the quency constant of the S signal filter) with a bass cut of
same direction if they are directional types, and which between 0 and, say, 3 dB in the sum M signal path.
may be separated by a baffle. The properties and equal- Also an optional first-order all-pass filter may be placed
izations for such Blumlein shuffled boundary-layer mi- in the M signal path to phase compensate for the very
crophones are exactly the same as for the same polar low-frequency "flattening off" at + 15 dB of the S signal
patterns in free space. The author has obtained excellent equalizer, to improve the stereo separation. The degree
recordings with a pair of boundary-layer microphones of cut of the M signal bass equalizer and the frequency
spaced 180 mm side by side, taped to a floor in front of constant of the S signal shuffling equalizer should be
musicians. A similar technique is well suited to picking calibrated so that both settings can be repeated and calcu-
up stage performers in theatrical productions, either for lated values can be used according to the measured mi-
recording or even for public address pickup in stereo, crophone separation, polar diagrams, and desired angu-
The polar characteristics used may be omnidirectional lar coverage, according to the equations and tables of
or forward-facing cardioids to minimize rear pickup, this paper. Such a processor will incorporate two MS

The only difference in theoretical performance be- matrices as well as the adjustable equalizers.
tween Blumlein shuffled boundary-layer microphones
and their free-space equivalents is that all directivity 3.2 Experimental Processing
factors are doubled, since the energy integration is only Before committing to the design and construction of

over a half-sphere. This doubling of directivity factors a dedicated Blumlein shuffling processor, the reader may
is one reason why boundary-layer microphones are often wish to experiment. One way of doing this is to use
found to give a very clear sound in difficult conditions, two commercially available MS matrix boxes and to put

graphic equalizers in the sum and difference signal

3 PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS paths. While such equalizers are not ideal for this pur-
pose, since they are incapable of exactly duplicating the

3.1 When to Process? exact desired shuffling filters, if carefully adjusted they
Location recording with Blumlein shuffling tech- can give good results. Adjustment is best done so that

niques does not absolutely require the availability of a the amplitude response of the equalizers is measured and
Blumlein shuffling network, since the raw microphone made to conform to the ideal response to within a fraction

outputs can be recorded and processed off tape. How- of a decibel over most of the audio range. While the
ever, this loses the advantage of being able to monitor phase response will be slightly in error due to fre-
the final effect on location. This option has become feasi- quency response errors below the audio band, this
ble with the advent of digital recording media. With seems to work well in practice, although being tedious

analog recording media, small mismatches and noise to adjust.
problems tended to be magnified at low frequencies. For example, for a sphere microphone 200 mm in

It is important that the two microphones have accu- diameter with surface-mounted pressure microphones,
rately matched gain and polar characteristics, to better and for an acceptance angle of 180°, the frequency con-
than 1 dB, at lower frequencies so that the shuffling stant F of the equalizer corresponds to a distance d -- 1'/2

does not magnify these differences and produce a lop- x 200 mm = 300 mm, by Eq. (26), giving a frequency
sided sound balance. One can accurately match the two constant of F = 361 Hz. The sum signal shelf filter
microphones by placing them immediately next to one should have a high-frequency gain of 0 dB and a low-
another and adjusting the gains of the microphones so frequency gain of - 1.25 dB. From Table 9, row 1,
that the difference of their two outputs is nulled, that last column, the gain should be about halfway, that is,
is, is made as close to zero as possible. This use of -0.625 dB at the frequency F = 361 Hz. Since the S
subtraction to accurately match microphone gains is one signal path should have a relative gain of + 3.01 dB at
of the most sensitive methods available and can be this frequency, its actual gain will be 3.01 - 0.62 =
judged by ear. Preferably the difference signal should 2.39 dB. At half the frequency, where its relative gain
he monitored through a bass boost so that any potential should be +6.99 dB, its actual gain will be about 6.99
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- I = 6 dB, since the shelf filter in the M channel has This network will not be analyzed in detail here since
a gain of about - 1 dB at that frequency, the analysis should not be too difficult for any competent

The result of equalizing a Theile sphere microphone circuit engineer. By considering the effect of the circuit
by a graphic equalizer shuffling arrangement of this kind first for L = R (that is, an M signal) by imagining the L
has no perceptible effect on the bass tonal quality, and and R outputs from the microphone amplifier connected
it can be difficult to hear any change upon switching together, it can be shown that the network has the effect
between unshuffled and shuffled signals. However, more of a simple first-order bass cut shelf-filter network, and
extended listening reveals that bass sounds are more by considering the effect for L = -R (that is, an S
correctly aligned in direction with the treble, and the signal) by imagining the L and -R outputs from the
overall result has lower listening fatigue and is generally microphone amplifier connected together, the circuit is
more natural. Moreover, the effect of this shuffling does then found to have the effect of a first-order shelf filter
not significantly alter the good sense of distance of this with gain 1 at low frequencies and a smaller gain at high
microphone technique, whereas more careless shuffling frequencies equal to that of the M signal shelf.
can be very damaging, particularly if the equalization By such an analysis it is also found that the relative
is inaccurate or the shelf filtering in the sum channel equalization of the M and S signals is not affected by
is omitted, the resistive load impedance Z, which only has the effect

The effect of using a larger acceptance angle (higher of changing the overall equalization, which is a shelf
frequency constant F) is to create a more dramatic stereo- bass cut. For load impedances Z greater than 40 k_ the
ism and sense of space, butitis more difficult to guaran- resistor values R1 = 12 kf/, R2 = 3 k_, andR 3 = 15
tee tonally neutral results, and care in setting up the bass k_ are recommended, giving a high-frequency loss of
equalization in the sum channel is vital. 13.98 dB and a shuffling with a 13.98-dB bass boost.

Table 11 shows the frequency constant F and the associ-
3,3 A Simple Passive Shuffler ated microphone spacing d for an 180° acceptance angle

Another way of experimenting with shuffling is to for various preferred values of capacitor C. In general
place a passive processing network between a micro- C is proportional to 1/d. The source-load impedance of
phone preamplifier with an electronically balanced out- the three-resistor-one-capacitor network is 2.4 k_ at low
put and the input of a tape recorder or mixer. Since the frequencies and 7.2 k_ at high frequencies. Of course,
Blumlein shuffler boosts certain signal components by all resistor and impedance values can he scaled upward
up to 15 dB, such a passive network must introduce an or downward as long as the capacitor value is varied
(at least) 15-dB attenuation. This is often not a problem in inverse proportion. Wider acceptance angles can be
if, for example, a professional + 4-dB standard piece achieved by making the capacitor C smaller, by a factor
of equipment feeds a domestic - 10-dB standard piece 0.866 for a 120 ° acceptance angle, by 0.707 for a 90°
of equipment, acceptance angle, and by 0.500 for a 60° acceptance

Although the passive shuffler is less easy to adjust, angle.
its advantage is that it only requires a few resistors and Alternatively, one can use the values Rl = 10 k_ +
capacitors to implement, so it is ideal both for prelimi- 810 _, R2 = 2.7 k_, and R3 = 12 k_ -t- 1.5 k_, which
nary' evaluations at low cost and also for a simple porta- also gives a 13.98-dB high-frequency loss and which
ble processing kit that can be taken on location for use should be used with the capacitor C values shown in Table
with existing equipment. 12 for various frequency constants F and microphone spac-

The circuit involved, shown in Fig. 7, makes use of ings d for a 180° acceptance angle. This passive circuit
the fact that equipment such as microphone amplifiers can be made adjustable for different spacings or acceptance
having properly electronically balanced outputs provides angles by providing a switched range of capacitor values,
both the signal and its polarity inverse with gain - 1, which can be made fairly fine in adjustment through series-
which is shown schematically in the input stages of Fig. connected chains of capacitors, using make-before-break
7 as a gain of - 1. (Warning: Many items of equipment switching to avoid switch noise.
for balanced use do not have such properly electronically High-precision components should preferably be

balanced outputs.) These signals may be recovered from
the pin 2 "hot" terminal and pin 3 "cold" terminal of

Table 11. Values of frequency
XLR-type output connectors or from the tip and ring of constant F and microphone spacing
balanced %-in (6.3-mm)jack connectors by a simple d (for 180° acceptance angle)for
wired lead. various values of capacitor C

for R l = 12 k_, R: _- 3 k_,
These positive and negative signals are then cross- and R 3 = 15 kf/in Fig. 7.

fed to the simple three-resistor one-capacitor networks
shownin Fig. 7, whichin turnfeed the inputsofanother C F d
piece of equipment with a load impedance, as shown (nF) (Hz) (mm)
schematically in Fig. 7 as Z. For unbalanced inputs, 150 707.4 153.0
only the Lout and Rout parts of the circuit are used, but 220 482.3 224.4330 321.5 336.6
for electronically balanced inputs, a second pair of three- 470 225.8 479.4
resistor one-capacitor networks are used as shown, fed 680 156.0 693.6
symmetrically from the opposite-polarity terminals. 1000 106.1 1020.0
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used, with resistor tolerances better than 2 or 1% and can be used to preset the microphone gains as described

capacitors matched to better than 2%. This circuit does earlier, but this only works if the microphone gains re-
not provide any adjustment of the overall bass-cut shelf main stable during the duration of use after gain match-
equalization, which is fixed at around - 1 dB, although ing. Care should also be taken to ensure that two micro-
reducing the load impedance Z, for example, by a paral- phones should have substantially identical polar
lei resistor increases the bass cut. Nevertheless, it is a diagrams (so that models with high variability are
reasonable compromise for initial experiments and avoided, as should the use of microphones made before
straightforward location use. This circuit does not incor- and after a significant production change). It should also

porate any all-pass phase compensation of the M signal go without saying that the directions of the microphones
for the curtailment of the S signal bass boost to + 13.98 should be accurately aligned, particularly in the case of
dB. This kind of refinement requires the use of active hypercardioid, figure-of-eight, and shotgun micro-
circuitry, phones.

Provided that the user has access to suitable electroni~ Because of the high proximity effect of second-order
cally balanced output signals from the microphone am- microphone characteristics [2], in general, Blumlein
plifiers, this simple pasive network makes Blumlein shuffling used with directional microphones is not suit-
shuffling available to a wide range of users without re- able for use very close to a sound source (unless addi-
quiring dedicated equipment, and most studios and tional shuffling is used which has been designed to com-
broadcasting organizations should have little difficulty pensate for the proximity effect--and calculating such
in trying it out in practical and even location re- shuffling is a specialist's task). In general, a distance of
cording situations, at least 2 m is advisable, except in the case of omnidirec-

This circuit illustrates that shufflers do not need to tional microphones, when a smaller distance may be
use MS matrices, but can be implemented from input usable.
signals providing the stereo in both polarities via a sym-

metrical cross-feed arrangement. Many other such im- 4 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
plementations are possible.

The most urgent needed development with Blumlein
3.4 The Microphones shuffling is the availability of a dedicated commercial

In a practical recording setup, mounting the two iden- processor with controls calibrated for use with arrays
tical microphones is generally easy since they can be with known characteristics (microphone spacing d, ac-
mounted side by side on any stereo bar permitting the ceptance angle, sphere diameter D, and polar diagram),
required spacing of around 180 or 200 mm. By mounting possibly with a nomogram or internal calculator program
the stereo bar on a "pistol grip," it is even practical to to set up parameters according to these characteristics.
have a hand-mounted Blumlein shuffled array, which Such a processor might also incorporate the subtraction
is particularly useful with cardioid, hypercardioid, or nulling facilities required to ensure accurate microphone
shotgun type microphones. In general the use of Blum- gain matching. Preferably such equipment would be bat-
lein shuffling will make the microphone system more tery operated so that it could be used for ENG (electronic
sensitive to wind and handling noise (since second-order news gathering) applications with stereo shotgun micro-
microphone characteristics have a high degree of prox- phones.

· imityeffect [2]), sothatcare should be taken in shielding Griesinger [14] has described a commercially avail-
against wind noise and in mounting arrangements when able processor that incorporates Blumlein shuffling, but
stand or handling transmitted noise is a problem, is intended primarily for home playback use and does

As noted earlier, accurate microphone gain matching not incorporate facilities (such as bass shelf-filter cut)
is essential. Preferably microphones with stable gain that we believe are essential for optimum use.
should be used in prematched pairs and operated from For processing in the digital domain we believe that
the same phantom power supply to avoid gain mis- the incorporation of a phase linearizer for the high-pass
matches. Failing this, hulling of the difference signal filter required to limit the bass boost in the S channel

is desirable, although there is inevitably a time delay
(latency) through such equalizers which can create oper-

Table 12. Values of frequency
constant F and microphone spacing ational problems when mixing with other microphones.
d (for 180° acceptance angle) for Therefore a simpler all-pass phase compensation should

various values of capacitor C be available as an alternative when this is a problem.
forR_ = 10.81 kft, R2 = 2.7 kft,

and R3 = 13.5 klm. Digital processing also provides the opportunity to use
a more refined shuffling filter than the RC type for the

C F d 6-dB per octave boost with 90° phase shift, possibly
(nF) (Hz) (mm) with a phase response closer to 90° at lower frequencies

150 786.0 137.7 than the RC type. This would give less interchannel
220 535.9 202.0 phase difference at the outputs and better channel separa-330 357.3 302.9
470 250.8 431.5 tion at low frequencies.
680 173.4 624.2 We have not in this paper calculated the stereo per-

1000 117.9 91.8 formance of Blumlein shuffling for the Theile sphere
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microphone [7], although the theory for doing this is and with care even mono compatibility problems can
well known [20], [22], and we encourage others to do be minimized.
this and publish the results. The optimum shuffler char- In conclusion, the Blumlein shuffling method is com-
acteristic for the sphere or dummy head may differ in mended to recording engineers as allowing good stereo
detail from that ideal for unbaffled microphones, and results in a wide range of situations where existing stereo
further studies are needed to optimize results in various techniques cannot cope well, such as cases of high ambi-
applications of Blumlein shuffling. Whether or not such ent noise or use at a long distance from the sound source,
optimization would yield significant improvements is and also for applications such as recording and public
still an open question. Certainly it is our experience that address of theatrical productions. Blumlein shuffling is
getting quite subtle details right does yield significantly of particular use in providing a wide stereo stage from
better sounding results, and further refinements of an a relatively narrow range of incident directions. Argu-
apparently minor nature, affecting frequency response ably the oldest stereo microphone technique, perhaps
by a fraction of a decibel and phase by only a few de- the time has come for it to become a part of the armory of
grees, may prove to be important, techniques used in commercial recording and broadcast

work, where its unique virtues extend the range of situa-

5 CONCLUSIONS tions that can be handled by the recording engineer.
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